Further questions may be directed to the City of Milton Community Development Department.

Additional resources:
- Better Business Bureau: [www.bbb.org](http://www.bbb.org)
- The Tree Care Industry Association: [www.tcia.org](http://www.tcia.org)
- American Society of Arboriculture: [www.asa-arbor.com](http://www.asa-arbor.com)
- American Society of Consulting Arborist: [www.asca-consultants.org](http://www.asca-consultants.org)
- Georgia Forestry Commission: [www.gfc.state.ga.us](http://www.gfc.state.ga.us)
- TreeLink: [www.treelink.org](http://www.treelink.org)
- National Arbor Day Foundation: [www.arborday.org](http://www.arborday.org)

This brochure was produced in whole or in part in reference to the Council of Better Business Bureau Publication No. 07-01-TRC.

Further questions may be directed to the City of Milton Community Development Department. City Arborist 678-242-2552

The Role of Trees and Tree Care Companies

It’s hard to imagine a world without the cool comfort of shade trees in your backyard, without the gentle sound of wind blowing through the leaves on a summer day, without grand, healthy trees for your children and grandchildren to enjoy. Trees provide all these aesthetic benefits for you and they are an investment as well. On average, trees add 20 percent- and sometimes more- to the value of your real estate. They also help reduce the costs of cooling in the summer and heating in the winter.

Trees need care because they are susceptible to damage from diseases, insects, pollution, damage to roots and trunks, and from poor tree care practices. All these can cause injury or premature death to a tree. Professional tree care companies can improve the aesthetics and health of your trees while maintaining their value and protecting them from threats.

There are many companies in the Milton area that provide tree care services such as pruning, removal, fertilization, cabling and bracing, disease and insect control, protection from lightning and more. When considering a tree care company, remember that trees are alive. Company employees require a great deal of technical knowledge to provide appropriate care. Inappropriate care can injure or kill your trees.

Most consumers do not have the technical knowledge needed to determine what course of treatment or type of pruning is correct for their tree. You usually need to rely on the professional recommendations given by a tree care company. This is why it is very important to check the credentials of a business claiming to be a tree care company. Don’t just hire someone with a chainsaw who knocks on your door.

Industry Standards

Ask how the job will be done and if they will perform the work according to ANSI A300 Standards. If they mention “topping a tree,” “lion’s tailing” or “using climbing spikes to prune a tree” the company does not follow industry standards. “Topping” is the drastically cutting back the major limbs of a tree to reduce its size. It is illegal for a person or company for hire to top a tree. “Lion’s tailing” is an extreme stripping out of most of the interior branches of a tree. Such practices can kill your tree. Sometimes these techniques will be presented as a way to save money by removing more of the tree at one time. However, a tree pruned by one of these methods usually requires more expensive restoration work in the future in order to save it. Such damage may not be visible for many years afterwards, making restoration almost impossible.

Safety and Insurance

Tree care is one of the most dangerous professions in the U.S., particularly if performed by amateurs or untrained personnel. Statistics show that performing tree care is more dangerous than working for the police.
Seek recommendations from neighbors, friends or business associates who have hired tree care companies before. Ask the company for references. Many will be able to provide them from neighbors or others in your community. Pay attention to your instinctive feelings when you telephone companies as well as when they send someone to look at your trees. Try to arrange a personal meeting with the representative when they first come to your property.

The person looking at your trees should have knowledge of industry standards, be willing to provide a current insurance certificate, and be prompt and courteous. They should give a written estimate detailing work specifications so you know exactly how much work the company plans to do.

Avoid estimates with vague specifications such as: “Prune and fertilize trees - $300.” This doesn’t tell you how much work the company plans to do. Another company’s bid might be higher because they plan to do more work, and it is to be done by better trained employees. You would not hire a building contractor whose estimates only stated, “Build House: $175,000.” You would likely demand more information. You should demand detailed specifications for tree work, too.

Indications of Professionalism in Tree Care

One indicator of reliability and trustworthiness in a tree care company is membership in one or more professional organizations.

For example, a company may employ one or more certified arborist. Certification means that an arborist has passed a test administered by an organization such as the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), and that the individual has adequate training and knowledge to perform this work. However, you shouldn’t stop there. Be thorough in your investigation of the company’s practices and policies.

A tree care company’s primary goal should be to preserve the life and health of trees through proper care and maintenance. Services offered are varied, some which may include:

- Consultation and diagnosis
- Insect and disease spray programs
- Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
- (PHC) Plant Health Care program
- Bracing, cabling and guying
- Lightning protection
- Management Plans

The Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA) has launched a new program of Accreditation for tree care companies. This program addresses all aspects of tree care including; insurance coverage, tax payments, license, employee training, adherence to industry standards, etc.

Additionally, an accredited company must employ a minimum number of certified arborist to help ensure that the company has the proper technical knowledge needed to perform this work. Accreditation as a way to assure their customers that they meet the highest standards of responsible professionalism currently practiced in the industry. This growing program will do much to strengthen adherence to best practices in the tree care profession.

A third organization helpful to those concerned with care of their trees is the American Society of Consulting Arborist (ASCA). Its members give expert counsel in circumstances where trees may become an issue. Their work encompasses hazards, aesthetics, liability, public safety, and more.

A Word About Storm Work and Emergencies

Storms tend to bring out the best – and worst – in people. Some “fly-by-night” companies do what is called storm chasing. Typically they are people with pickup trucks and chain saws going door-to-door seeking work after a storm, often without insurance and proper training. They may have larger, professional looking trucks. Don’t be fooled or succumb to high pressure, one time only opportunity picks. Even after a storm a professional tree care company should provide the same information – insurance certificates, references and credentials – as in non-emergency situations.

Other Things to Keep in Mind

Be wary of individuals who go door to door and offer bargains for performing tree work. Most reputable companies are too busy to solicit work in this manner. Improper tree care can take many years to correct itself and, in some cases, it can never be corrected.

Keep in mind that a good arborist will perform only accepted practices. For example, practices such as topping a tree, removing an excessive amount of live wood, using climbing spikes on trees not being removed and removing or disfiguring trees without just cause are unnecessary.